ELECTRICAL ABBREVIATIONS

C CONDUIT
CAB CABINET
CALC CALCULATE
CAP CAPACITY
CAT CATALOG
CATV COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION
CCR CONTROL CONTACTOR
CCTV CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
cd CANDELA
CD CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS
CF CONTRACTOR FURNISHED
CF/CI CONTRACTOR FURNISHED/CONTRACTOR INSTALLED
CF/OI CONTRACTOR FURNISHED/OWNER INSTALLED
CFE CONTRACTOR FURNISHED EQUIPMENT
CHW CHILLED WATER
CHWP CHILLED WATER PUMP
CKT CIRCUIT
CKT BRKR CIRCUIT BREAKER OR C/B
CLF CURRENT LIMITING FUSE
CLG CEILING
COAX COAX CABLE
COMM COMMUNICATION
COMPT COMPARTMENT
CONC CONCRETE
CONT CONTINUE
CONTR CONTRACTOR
COORD COORDINATE
CPT CONTROL POWER TRANSFORMER
CRI COLOR RENDERING INDEX
CT CURRENT TRANSFORMER
CTV CABLE TELEVISION
CU COPPER
CUR CURRENT
dB DECIBEL
DC DIRECT CURRENT
DCP DIMMER CONTROL PANEL
DEG C DEGREES CELSIUS
DEG F DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
DEMO DEMOLITION
DIAG DIAGRAM
DISC DISCONNECT
DISTR PNL DISTRIBUTION PANEL